SOCCER RULES & BET TYPES
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For all bets on soccer, the result is decided after 90 minutes play. Extra time is not counted,
unless otherwise specified. 90 minutes play includes time added on by the referee for
stoppages.
Bets on any match that is abandoned before the completion of 90 minutes play will be void.
Dates and kick-off times of matches shown on our website are for guidance purposes only.
Bets will be accepted up until kick-off time. If a bet is inadvertently accepted on a match
after its actual kick-off time, the bet will be void.
If the venue of a match is other than is advertised, bets will be considered 'action' provided
the match has not been switched to the opponent's ground, in which case the match will be
declared void.
Bets taken on first, last and anytime goal scorer do not include own goals. All other soccer
bets include own goals.
Bets on 'Number of Goals' include own goals.

Main Event

Bets must predict the outcome at the end of 90 minutes.
Correct Score

Bets must predict the correct score at the end of 90 minutes.
Double Chance

A Double Chance bet allows you to cover two of the three possible outcomes in a soccer match
with one bet. Normal 90 minute betting rules apply.
•
•
•

“Home Team – Draw” – the bet is a winner if the home team wins or draws the match.
“Away Team – Draw” - the bet is a winner if the away team wins or draws the match.
“Home Team - Away Team” - the bet is a winner if the home team or the away team wins
the match.
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Draw No Bet

A bet on the outcome of the match, but in the event of a draw after 90 minutes bets will be
void and the stake money (bet amount) will be returned.
First Half Goals

The total number of goals scored in the first half. Matches abandoned after half-time will not
affect settlement of half-time bets.
Goal/No Goal

A bet on whether both teams will score after 90 minutes.
Half-time Correct Score

A bet on the correct score between the two teams at half-time. Matches abandoned after halftime will not affect settlement of half-time bets.
Half-time Result

A bet on the result at half-time. Matches abandoned after half-time will not affect settlement of
half-time bets.
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Half-time/Full-time

A bet on the result at half-time and the result at the end of 90 minutes. For example, if you
place a bet on Team A/Draw then you need Team A to be leading at half-time and a Draw to
occur at full-time in order to win the bet.
HT Lead and Fail To Win

A bet on a specific team leading at half-time and that same team not winning the game at the
end of 90 minutes.
Match Goals

A bet on the total number of goals scored by both teams at the end of 90 minutes.
Team Goals

A bet on the number of goals scored by a specific team at the end of 90 minutes.
Total Goals

A bet on the total number of goals scored by both teams at the end of 90 minutes.
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Total Goals – Odd or Even

A bet on the total number of goals scored by both teams at the end of 90 minutes being an odd
or even number. Zero (0) counts as an even number.
Win Both Halves

A bet on whether a specific team will win each half of the soccer match. For example Team A
wins the first half 1-0 and also wins the second half 2-1 (meaning that Team A won the game
3-1).
First Team To Score

A bet on the first team to score in the match. If no team scores by the end of 90 minutes, then
‘No Score’ will be the correct selection.
Last Team To Score

A bet on the last team to score in the match. If no team scores by the end of 90 minutes, then
‘No Score’ will be the correct selection.
Winning Margin

A bet on the number of goals a specific team will win the match by, at the end of 90 minutes.
Half with Most Goals

A bet on which half of the match will have the most total goals scored.
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